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ICT Industry and IoT Innovation-Case Study of Competition and 
Cooperation between ICT and Automobile Industries
Naoko Iwasaki, Toshio Obi
Information and Communication Industry faces new challenge on the emergence of the Internet of 
Things?IoT?innovation. Its cutting edge bloomed in Silicon Valley for IOT which works the involve-
ment of AI?Artificial Intelligence?big data and robots. ?Industrial Internet? is a key word for IoT in 
USA.
This paper described the latest progress of automotive industry with new market entry by ICT busi-
ness, especially in the field of automated driving technologies in Japan and USA respectively. In addition, 
the comparative study on these issues is made between two countries. Also, it analyzed the mutual inter-
dependence, competition and the relationship between automobile and ICT industries with future direc-
tion. As a conclusion comprehensive approaches are recommended to achieve positive and forward-look-
ing collaboration by automobile and ICT industries.
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